[Benign and malignant lesions in the region of the inner ear and cerebellopontine angle].
Tumorous lesions in the region of the inner ear and cerebellopontine angle are very rare and can be classified into benign and malignant disease forms. This contribution presents and explains the CT and MRI characteristics of these tumors.High-resolution computed tomography (HRCT) in the axial projection is applied for evaluation in the high-resolution bone window. The coronary slices can be reconstructed from the axial datasets or in individual cases examined in the coronary plane.HRCT excellently demonstrates osseous lesions and in individual cases - e.g., exostoses - it can simply suffice to perform HRCT of the temporal bone, while HRCT is also excellent for detecting osseous lesions to determine whether the tumor is benign or malignant.MRI, on the other hand, excellently shows the extent of tumor spread because of its superb soft tissue contrast. Consequently, HRCT and MRI images of the inner ear and cerebellopontine angle provide meaningful information for visualization and classification of tumorous lesions. The two methods should not be considered as competing but rather as complementary and among other aspects exert considerable influence on the therapeutic approach.